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From Blizzard Entertainment, the makers of critically acclaimed games such as WarcraftÂ®,

StarCraftÂ®, and DiabloÂ® comes this exciting companion edition to Diablo III: Book of Cain, giving

fans an in-depth look into the mind of Tyrael, a key character of thOne of the most exciting and

visceral action role-playing games in recent memory, DiabloÂ® has become a worldwide gaming

phenomenon. Diablo III: Book of Tyrael takes fans even further into the universe with a detailed and

beautifully crafted artifact that focuses on the renowned champion Tyrael. As a former archangel of

the High Heavens, he ranks among the most important and influential characters in the Diablo

franchise. Here, in this illustrated and comprehensive tome, he reveals never-before-known secrets

about the history of the world, the dark threats that yet face mankind, and his decision to join the

ranks of humanity as a mortal. Featuring stunning original art throughout, this beautifully illustrated

follow-up to Diablo III: Book of Cain will also feature letters from Leah and additional fragments of

Cainâ€™s writings, all curated by Tyrael as he weaves together a complex and fascinating story for

the members of the Horadrim. Also features a fully removable illustration of the Leoric family and

other influential characters from Old Tristram; including Deckard Cain, Prince Albrecht, Archbishop

Lazarus, King Leoric, Prince Aidan, Queen Asylla, Leah, and Adria. This reversible image would

demonstrate their normal appearances on one side, along with a representation of their dark fates

on the other.
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Today, I have received, and fully read (about 6 hours) the entirety of the Book of Tyrael.The authors



of this book (Matt Burns and Doug Alexander) had quite the task of matching the wonderful writing

of Book of Cain (Flint Dille). I am happy to say that they were up to the challenge, and the writing of

this book, is every bit as good as what was put forth, by Flint Dille.As a complete Diablo lore nerd, I

cannot begin to describe my anticipation for this particular lore book. I will most assuredly be

re-reading this, many more times, before the release of, Reaper of Souls. I am left both satiated,

and still wanting more!If you are looking for more Diablo content, this is what you "should" buy!

(Note the word "should!")For now my friends, is where It breaks my heart, to talk about the flaws of

this potentially wonderful book, the printing.The Book of Cain, was designed and printed with

wonderfully detailed artwork, great pagination, smart use of switching between printed and

hand-written text. At no time was the TEXT ever unreadable!Most of this book is suppose to look

like Book of Cain pages glued to modern pages.While I can surely appreciate the artistic intent, the

coloring of these pages, is just too dark.The black text on DARKLY colored backgrounds makes

several words in the book unreadable!!!Far too many of pages are only readable if you have a direct

light beaming down onto the book.For those of you who think I am probably just going blind, let me

assure you that I do wear either glasses, or contacts, and have my vision checked yearly. This is

not a case of eyesight.
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